
Directions

15" Cubez™ Balloon 
–Red

Product #13CZ-18

Qty 
1

Qty 
1

Qty 
1

OASIS® UGlu™  
Adhesive Dashes

Product #01541

Qty 
1

#40 Candy Cane Ribbon 
–Red/White

Product #9734143

Mini Cool Aire®  

Dual Pro™ Inflator 
Product #831

Qty 
1

#9 Sheer Wired Ribbon 
–Silver

Product #99110

1. Air-fill the Cubez™ balloon on the low-pressure setting with 
the Mini Cool Aire® Dual Pro™ inflator or with a hand inflator.  
Tape the balloon stem back onto itself. This will be the bottom  
of the Christmas present.

2. Measure out two 1 yard lengths of ribbon #9734143  
#40 candy cane ribbon.

3. Wrap 1 length of the candy cane ribbon around the balloon, 
dividing it into two halves. Secure the ribbon with Uglu™ Dashes 
at the top, sides, and bottom of the balloon. It is best to put the 
dashes in place in a line and peel the paper as you work the ribbon 
around the balloon.

4. Wrap the second length of ribbon around the balloon using the 
same method and crisscross the ribbons at the bottom of the balloon, 
dividing the balloon in the 4 sections.

5. Cut one 18" length of ribbon #99110 silver wired ribbon and set aside. 
This will be the ribbon to tie off the bow.

6. Measure out one 2 yard length of both the silver and candy cane ribbon. 
Make a bow with the two ribbons layered on top of each other.  
Tie off the bow with the 18" length of silver ribbon.

7. Fluff and shape the bow, then glue directly to the top of the balloon package.

Tip: Sheer the fabric back from the
 ends of the ribbon and cut a small
 amount of wire off to prevent
 puncturing the balloon.

www.burtonandburton.com

Hand Inflator
Product #HI795

Qty 
1

OR
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